As the pace of technology accelerates and market demands change, the way organizations need to operate and do business, the race to achieve digital transformation is on. Organizations that optimize use of their digital assets position themselves to attract and retain more customers, innovate ahead of their competitors, and rapidly adapt to the demands of a constantly changing business environment.

**The digital advantage**

- In the next three years: 45% of worldwide GDP driven by products and services from digitally transformed enterprises
- 100% increase in knowledge worker productivity for enterprises that invest effectively in intelligence capabilities

**What is Digital Intelligence?**

- ABBYY Digital Intelligence enables a combined understanding of process and content, delivering the 360° view your business needs for successful digital transformation.

**6 building blocks of Digital Intelligence**

- Understanding your business processes
- Automating strategically
- Understanding documents
- Understanding content
- Extracting meaning and value
- Empowering human workers

**Introducing ABBYY Digital Intelligence**

- ABBYY Digital Intelligence enables a combined understanding of process and content, allowing the 360° view your business needs for successful digital transformation.

**Making Processes More Intelligent**

- Identifying potential for $8M of savings per year with Process Intelligence
- Reduce invoice processing time by 9 minutes per invoice
- Achieve a 95% recognition rate for captured information on 1.8 million documents annually

**Real-world results**

**ABYY Digital Intelligence has enabled our clients to:**

- Find out where your organization is excelling in your digital transformation journey and where it may be lacking
- Elevate your business process automation with Digital Intelligence contact us

What’s your Digital IQ?

[Take the Digital IQ test]